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In this edition of the
Newsletter, I am pleased
to report DHERST’s
continuing progres and
achievements on sector
transition and reform.
The following ‘snapshots’
provide summary insight
into some recent Sector
activities.
Sector reset and refresh: The
Prime Minister’s recent launch of the
National Higher and Technical Education Plan (2021-2030) and
National Skills Development Plan (2021-2025) delivers a timely
re-set and refresh in Sector Policy and Planning. Sweeping
legislative change including successful transfer of Higher Education
Institutions under DHERST’s regulatory framework lays the
foundation for sector unification, reform and transformation.
The centre lift-out in this edition of the Newsletter provides
a summary of the Government’s strategic directions over the
coming decade for achieving major transformation and reform
within the higher and technical education sector.
HEI Principals energised by Sector Transition and
Reform: On Friday 18th February 2022, DHERST convened
a conference of Higher Education Institution (HEI) Principals
to review progress against transfer and transition milestones.
Change can be a time of uncertainty. My observation,
however, is that despite some ongoing ambiguities, Principals
are generally enthusiastic about the sector changes occurring.
My congratulations to all Principals in ‘stepping up’ to take on
the challenges ahead and the opportunity to transform your
Institutions into the best learning communities that they can be.
As we move into the final phase of the transition period, we will
support you in that process. In the meantime, please be assured
that any government benefits you and your staff have accrued
for previous service will transfer across to your new contract
entitlements. Following consultation with the Department of
Personal Management (DPM) and Treasury (DoT) we will soon
be in a position to confirm new remuneration scales, terms and
conditions; and continue to keep you updated on the timing of
new contract offers around mid-year.
Congratulations to incoming HEI Governing Councils: The
appointment of in-coming HEI Governing Councils continues
over the coming months. For those Councils already appointed, it
is pleasing to see the membership composition reflecting greater
occupational and gender diversity of talent available to guide and
serve the strategic development of our institutions. Of the nine
(9) Councils appointed to date, 30% of members are women,
a significant increase on previous aggregate representation of
12%. I thank the National Screening Committee members for
their professional oversight of the Appointment processes and
their recommendations to the National Higher and Technical
Education Board (NHTEB).
Strong Legislative Agenda: It has been a very busy legislative
period with many significant legislative projects on foot designed
to streamline processes for merging HEIs and establishing public
universities; achieving greater clarity around processes and
circumstances for State intervention in public HEI’s; and various
other new Bills and Regulations to ensure the effective operation
of the sector including greater private sector participation and
new start-ups.
Focus on GESI Policy and Practice: DHERST is collaborating
with HEI representatives to develop customized higher
education Gender Equity and Social Inclusion policies and
practice. This work aligns to new reporting practices requiring
HEI’s to report against auditable policies and procedures on
GESI performance. I am proud to say that DHERST’s Executive
Leadership and Management Team (ELMT) is taking a key lead
role in this important GESI initiative across all higher education
sub-sectors.
National Skills Development Agency: The NSDA is currently
progressing important work of Industry Skills Groups (ISG’s)
for the development of National Skills Packages to ensure
that national skills content is industry-specified and industry-
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driven. DHERST’s ISG conference at the Holiday Inn (17 Feb,
2022) provided ISG members the opportunity to accelerate
the development of the first National Skills packages in the
Agriculture, Construction industries and also upgrading the
skills of Teachers to prepare graduates to the quality standards
that industry need and expect. Other Industry Skills Groups will
be developed progressively over the life of the National Skills
Development Plan (2021-2025).
Foundations for system and sector planning and reform:
On a similar industry theme earlier this month, I addressed the
BC-PNG’s Praivet Gavaman Konnekt (PGK) Business forum on
the subject of Human Capital Development. The fundamental
premise in my address was that Access, Quality and Relevance
are the foundations for system and sector planning and reform.
All three foundations, working in unison, are embedded in the
strategic framework for the recently launched National Higher
and Technical Education Plan (2021-2030) and the National
Skills Development Plan (NSDP 2021-2025). In years to come
our progress against access, quality and relevance indicators will
reflect our true performance in how well we served the human
capital development of our young and upcoming Papua New
Guineans.
National Labour Market Survey (NLMS) Report: An
October 2021 National Labour Market Survey conducted by
the Business Council of PNG (BCPNG) identified increasing
alignment between the skills and qualifications sought by PNG
employers and HEI course program. In response to the survey
Employers were generally supportive of the work and outputs
of PNG tertiary institutions and saw most of the institutions
as being of “average” (or higher) quality in meeting industry
demand for the type of graduates needed. The inaugural NLMS
report represents the start of an ongoing survey approach and
methodology for developing and refining market indicators of
graduate supply and industry demand. Online links to the NLMS
report are currently available on www.bcpng.org; and
www.dherst.org
Green Energy and Renewable Technologies: Late last year,
I was privileged to be one of GOPNG’s representatives on the
Technical Working Committee, negotiating the Government’s
recent landmark partnership with PNG Fortescue Future
Industries (PNG FFI Ltd). Higher and technical education has
an important role to play in developing the skills base in green
energy and renewables. In December 2021, Minister Ramanai,
MP informed global delegates to the PNG Expo Green Economy
Roundtable in Dubai that “PNG’s current policy framework is
very conducive for establishing global partnerships in higher
education”. Extracts of Minister Ramanai’s presentation to
the PNG Expo Roundtable are reported in this edition of the
Newsletter.
Acknowledgement: We acknowledge the Minister for HERST,
the Hon. Wesley Raminai, MP and the Marape-Basil Government
for their continuous political support in progressing the reform
agenda within a short-period of time. I would also like to
acknowledge the contribution of founding DHERST Secretary,
Professor David Kavanamur (2013-2015). Professor Kavanamur
set the foundations for sector reform through policy and
legislative arrangements under the Higher Education General
Provisions Act (2014); the transformation of the Office of Higher
Education into a Department (DHERST); the current quality
assurance system and processes; and the initiation of policy
recommendations for the national online selection system.
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Thank you Dr Kavanamur for your service to the higher and
technical education sector.
To all Stakeholders, I hope you enjoy this edition of the
Newsletter.

SNAPSHOTS FROM THE
CEREMONIAL HANDOVER OF
THE HIGHER EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS

12

Dr Francis Hualupmomi, PhD
Acting Secretary
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DHERST UPDATE ON A BUSY LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
As the Government’s key agency for regulating the higher education sector, DHERST is
responsible for developing and implementing legislation to ensure the effective operation of
the sector. It has been a busy period with many significant legislative projects on foot. These
include:

New Bills

Amendments



A new Bill to establish the Innovative University of Enga;

Amendments to the Higher Education (General Provisions) Act, 2014 (HEGPA) to
improve processes for merging higher education institutions (HEIs) and establishing
public universities; provide for the NEC to make certain university appointments
and provide clearer processes for State intervention in public HEIs in crisis
circumstances;



A new Bill confirming IBS University as a PNG Private University;



A new Bill to replace and update the Pacific Adventist University Act,1997;

Consequential amendments to the to the University of Papua New Guinea Act, 1993;
Papua New Guinea University of Natural Resources and Environment Act, 1997; Papua
New Guinea University of Technology Act, 1986 and the Western Pacific University
Act, 2014 to ensure consistency with the HEGPA;



Commencement of the Higher Education Student Support Regulations, 2022 to
support the TESAS and HELP programs



Development of the Higher Education (General Provisions) Regulations, 2022 to
provide for fees and charges under the HEGPA;





Amendments to the University of Goroka Act, 1997 to provide for a stronger and
more diverse Governing Council and consistency with the HEGPA;





Amendments to the Papua New Guinea Science and Technology Council Act, 1992 to
provide for an independent CEO.

Regulations

These legislative projects are all well advanced and will be progressed to Parliament or other
relevant law-making processes in the first half of 2022.

HEI PRINCIPALS WORKSHOP

HEI Principals receiving Provisional Certificate of Registration from the Acting Secretary Dr. Fancis Hualupmomi (centre) affirming transfer of these HEIs from NDoH and NDoE to DHERST

On Friday 18th February DHERST convened all HEI Principals
to discuss progress on the transition and reform agenda. Main
topics of discussion revolved around Governance issues,
particularly:







Upcoming Induction programs for in-coming
Governing Councils;



2022 Budget outcomes for HEI’s; and the rollout of
ICT systems support;
Contracts, Terms and Conditions for transferring
HEI staff;
New GESI initiatives in Higher and Technical
Education;
HEI reporting requirements under DHERST’s
regulatory framework

The Workshops provided an opportunity for all HEI staff to
review the new strategic sector plans - the NHTEP (20212030) and NSDP (2021-2025) and confirm staged capacity
development priorities in each sub-sector over mid-term.
The new era in the management of the HEI’s presents
both opportunities and risks as HEI’s progressively take up
delegated responsibilities for human resource management
and strategic planning.

Participants at the HEI Principals Workshop together with DHERST Staff
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HIGHER EDUCATION GESI POLICY AND TOOLKIT
DHERST is collaborating with HEI representatives to develop customized higher
education Gender Equity and Social Inclusion policies and practice. This work aligns
to new reporting practices requiring HEI’s to report against auditable policies and
procedures on GESI performance.

presentation to the Principal’s, many HEI’s have subsequently indicated their readiness
to participate in the formation of the sector-wide GESI reference group and already
have well-developed GESI ideas, plans and suggestions for contributing to the GESI
Toolkit.

DHERST’s Executive Leadership and Management Team (ELMT) is taking a lead role
in the upcoming engagement with the HEI’s and supporting the formation of a sectorwide 12-member GESI Reference Group, with representatives from each of the Higher
Education Sub-sectors – the Universities, Teacher, Nursing and Technical Colleges.

GESI sensitisation, mainstreaming and policy implementation planning sessions for
DHERST Senior Management Team have been facilitated by Department of Personal
Management (DPM) with support from DHERST GESI Focal Point team and GESI
Advisor. The GESI Advisor has been engaged via technical advisory support from
Education Services Support (ESS) funded the Australian Aid program,

Through the Reference Group DHERST’s GESI team and GESI Advisor will coordinate
the development and rollout of the GESI Toolkit, a priority Goal Area under the National
Higher and Technical Education Plan (2021-2030).
Aninitial GESI rollout activity in the form of an information session was presented at
the recent HEI Principals’ workshop on 18th February when the GESI team informed
all Principals of the GESI rollout plan over the next three months. Following the

Reference Group Members will work in consultation with DHERST to develop the
customised Higher Education GESI Policy and Toolkit.
For any follow-up enquiries on the GESI Reference Group please contact the DHERST
GESI Focal Point at:gesifocalpoint@dherst.gov.pg

NATIONAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (NSDA)
MAKING PROGRESS ON INDUSTRY SKILLS GROUPS
A major DHERST reform initiative has been the establishment
of the National Skills Development Agency. The Agency is a
multi-stakeholder forum representing Government, Industry,
Civil Society, and Higher Education Institutions, under a
national skills partnership, linking national skills priorities and
employment demand.



INDUSTRY SKILLS GROUPS

The National Skills Development Agency provides the
leadership and oversight for the formation and operation of
Industry Skills Groups (ISGs). The role and function of an
Industry Skills Group is to specify industry requirements that
strengthen the curriculum content and delivery standards of
course programs aligned to the skills and qualifications that
industry needs.
Industry Skills Groups have already been formed in Agriculture
and Construction industries - both key industries where green
energy and renewable technologies are very applicable. The
establishment of more Industry Skills Groups will follow.
For each Industry Skills Group operating under the National

Skills Development Agency, a new regulatory requirement
is that each Industry Skills Group must identify and develop
green energy renewable skills-sets for their particular ISG.
Where an Industry Skills Group does not have the green
energy expertise and credentials within its membership the
Group will have access to a Technical Reference Committee
(TRC) with ‘green experts’ relevant to a particular Industry
Skills Group.
The specification of green energy renewable skill sets will be
embedded in all course programmes under the PNG National
Qualifications Framework approved as national curriculum
across all accredited post-secondary course programmes.
To improve the delivery standard of approved National
curriculum, the National Skills Development Agency has
also established an Industry Skills Group for the Upgrade of
Teacher Skills and Qualifications.
Over the next few years Papua New Guinea has unique
opportunities to leverage core Government funding with
private sector co-funding and co-investment.

Ensure the efficient development, operation and administration
of Industry Skills Groups and the development, compilation,
production, approval and certification of National Skills
Packages in accordance with National Qualifications Standards;
and aligned to Industry driven specifications.

DHERST Acting Secretary, Dr. Francis Hualupmomi giving the Opening Remarks during the Industry Skills Group Induction Workshop
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BACK TO BASICS: ACCESS, QUALITY & RELEVANCE
The basics in higher education are Access, Quality and Relevance. Getting our youth
into Higher Education and Employment means focusing on three key fundamentals:

coherent sector wide funding system unified under a rigorous regulatory charter and
national quality assurance framework.

 Increasing the number of students who can gain Access to higher education
 Significantly improvingteaching and curriculum Quality.
 Graduating students with the Relevance – industry relevant skills and knowledge–
to drive our country’s social and economic growth.

 POLICY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE REFORMS

All three descriptors, Access, Quality and Relevance, encapsulate the Reform
outcomes currently being implemented in Higher and Technical education.
 INCREASING ACCESS
We have a mountain to climb over the next decade to 2030 to improve access but
first we must face some hard truths. PNG has had very low growth in the number
of students attending and successfully graduating with a quality education from our
higher education institutions.

DHERST as Regulator has moved quickly to establish industry-driven Policy
and Quality Assurance frameworks underpinning the growth of Skills Sector.
Combined with legislative changes already in place this significant body of QA policy
regulation, procedure and practice provides the enabling regulatory framework
and standards for industry, employers and providers. DHERST Registration and
Programme Accreditation across all public and private institutions provides a
unified regulatory framework.The new enabling environment encourages the growth
and expansion of registered private institutions to meet both national standards
and the increasing industry demand for skilled employees.

Sixty-eight per cent (68%) of eligible Year 12 graduates cannot secure entry to higher
and technical education. Such numbers are amongst the lowest in the world and
cannot adequately drive or support our rapidly growing economy.

 INDUSTRY RELEVANCE – SKILLS PATHWAYS TO EMPLOYMENT
Sector reform is designed to ensure our graduates have pathways to employment with
knowledge, skills and work-readiness relevant to industry standards and expectations
in both the social and economic sectors. To do this effectively DHERST is developing
multiple industry-driven policy and strategy initiatives including:
Access initiatives: off a base of 11,000 pa placements in 2021 DHERST has managed
to achieve an excellent increase in student placements to 15,000pa in 2022. From
here on however we need strong placement growth consistently year upon year
to reach our 2030 target of 30,000pa. Strategies outlined below are designed to
achieve the annual quantumincrease in placements to meetthe 2030 target.
 Increasing access for via non-scholarship placements - K65.1m HELP
Budget allocation 2022.
 Increasing access via HELP eligibility for Post-Graduate students – HELP
Budget allocation.
 Increasing the infrastructure and enrolment capacity of existing institutions;
re-purposing and merging some institutions to scale-up delivery according to
national skills priorities.
 Expanding digital education delivery including 2023 PNG National Open
University start-up.
 Incentivising the growth and expansion of registered and accredited private
institutions.
 Industry partners participating in ‘local content’ co-investment and co-funding
initiatives.
 ACCESS IS NOT THE ONLY ISSUE
There is a fundamental recognition however that simply increasing access is not
enough without also addressing the Quality of graduate skills and knowledge and
its relevance to industry standards and employer expectations.

 Providing the enabling environment to incentivise new private start-ups
seeking institutional registration and course programme accreditation.
 Convening strong partnerships with Industry through the National
Skills Development Agency (NSDA) for Industry Skills Groups in Agriculture,
Construction and accelerated TVET Teacher upskilling.
 Establishing the Higher Education Endowment Fund aimed at achieving
sustainable sector financing solutions that augment core government for the
development and growth of the sector.
 Supporting ‘Green Economy’ initiatives and technical skills demand in science and
technology for intermediate & higher level vocational and technical skills.
 Working in partnership with Industry to build a skilled and sustainable
workforce with the capacity to replace previously large in-flows of migrant
workers, often at the lower level of the PNG-NQF.
 Accelerating skills output through Industry-relevant Workplace Training and
Accreditation policies.
 Facilitating innovative program opportunities for Industry Partners to increase
their ‘local content’ investment and co-funding of student places on
DHERST’s National Online Application System.
ACCESS, QUALITY AND RELEVANCE are each vitally important for increasing
PNG’s human and economic development, prosperity and competitiveness. DHERST
welcomes industry and broader stakeholder engagement in this endeavour.

With strong political support for medium and long term reform, DHERST is
transitioning the sector from a collection of fragmented funding systems to a single
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LUTHERAN INSTITUTE OF HIGHER LEARNING - PROVISIONAL REGISTRATION AS A
PATHWAY TO A FUTURE LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY OF PNG
The provisional registration of the
Institute of Higher Learning (LIHL) as
a higher education provider is a project
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of
PNG (ELC-PNG), and builds on the
positive reputation and historic legacy
contribution of the Lutheran School of
Nursing (LSON).
Head-quartered in Madang with two
regional campuses on Karkar Island and
in Finschafen, the Lutheran School of
Nursing [LSON] has delivered accredited
Nursing programs since 1999 under the
auspices of the Divine World University
(DWU).
Under the LIHL provisional registration,
the upgraded former School of Nursing
facilities and programs will acquire HEI
status as a single faculty HEI, providing

Health programs
Midwifery.

in

Nursing

and

Progressively, through mergers and
amalgamations, ELC-PNG’s aspirations
are to grow and expand LIHL quality
education offerings to a broader and
more diversified suite of LIHL faculties.
The mid to longer term goal is to
transition LIHL to University status as
the Lutheran University of Papua New
Guinea (LUPNG).
In October 2021,DHERST carried out
an external Quality Assessment of the
Lutheran School of Nursing Madang, On
the 12th of January 2022, marking the
33rd ELC-PNG Synod in Port Moresby
DHERST presented the Certificate
of Provisional Registration to the

Lutheran Institute of Higher Learning - a
momentous occasion for those members
of the ELC-PNG and senior dignitaries in
attendance.
The occasion was also a special eventmarker for DHERST in presenting
the first provisional registration to an
Institution since the formal transfer of
Public Higher Institutions from various
other state agencies, unifying state owned
and larger church agency HEI’s under the
DHERST’s regulatory charter for the
Higher Education Sector.
LIHL’s provisional registration is granted
for a period of 5 years, subject toregular
monitoring, evaluation and continuous
quality
improvement
against
the
respective National standards for both
Nursing and Higher Education.

DHERST’S MOU WITH THE NATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE (NRI)
DHERST and the National Research Institute (NRI) collaborate under a collegiate
framework on research activities relating to economic and social development,
the role of agriculture in development other collaborative initiatives. This often
involves the exchange of staff and invitation to staff from other institutions,
nationally and internationally, to participate in exchange programs for the
purposes of furthering joint research, conferences, symposia, workshops and
consulting projects of mutual interests.

the NRI are using their collegiate framework to promoteresearch in agriculture, manufacturing, green energy
technology and other collaborative initiatives for achieving both economic and social impact.

NRI’s programme areas link readily with DHERST’s Sector Policy Goal Areas
for Education Plan (NHTEP 2021-2030) as per the National Higher and Technical
NRI RESEARCH PROGRAMS

NRI’s remit is complementary to DHERST’s policy and regulatory role for
managing higher and technical education in PNG. NRI also hosts PNG’s APEC
Study Centre and the Autonomy and Decentralisation Research program. NRI
has eight research programmes all of which have very strong links to green
energy and renewable technologies.
A key DHERST objective is to promote and strengthen the research, scientific
and technological capabilities of higher education institutions and public research
institutions. To achieve this objective, both DHERST and

DHERST GOAL AREAS

Build safter communities

Economic policy

Governance, Regulation & Management

Development indicators

Education research

Research & Development

Gender issues in PNG

Informal economy

Teaching & Learning

Governance

Resourcing

Sustainable land development

Partnerships

HIGHER EDUCATION ENDOWMENT FUND
The rapidly increasing demand for higher education and the country’s need for
quality graduates in both the economic and social sectors is fast outstripping
Government’s ability to meet demand without the assistance of innovative
and creative financing solutions.
Recent enabling legislation provides DHERST with extensive powers to enter
into public-private partnerships and broker such arrangements with industry,
private training organisations, donors and other corporate entities.
DHERST’s Higher and Technical Education Plan calls for the establishmentof
a Higher Education Endowment Fund, a DHERST “high impact” endowment
and investment fund channelling multiple income streams from government,
the private sector, donor partners, global development capital, and global
philanthropy.
The Endowment Fund is a necessarily bold and ambitious approach as we
strive to reverse decades of declining trends in core Government funding and
invite greater participation from global capital development fund partners as
well as our traditional donor partners.
One of the early income streams into the Higher Education Endowment
Fund will be the repayment of HELP Loans from graduating Scholars as they
transition into the paid workforce.
DHERST is already proactive in leading reform initiatives for stronger
engagement with business and industry, co-funding and co-investing to
ensure demand-driven, quality assured education outcomes.Though initially
modest in scope and quantum, several engagement initiatives are on the cusp
of being converted to sustainable future investments.
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EDUCATION, SCIENCE & THE GREEN ECONOMY– PNG EXPO ROUNDTABLE
In December 2021, Minister Ramanai informed Global Delegates to the PNG EXPO
ROUNDTABLE in Dubai that: PNG’s current policy framework is very conducive for
establishing global partnerships in higher education.

“As Minister,it is my hope that other large corporate and multinational companies as well
as SME’s will follow Total Energies’ lead in partnering with DHERST across a range of
education and research initiatives.”

A precis of some of the Minister’s remarks are provided below.

 BUILDING A SKILLS
TECHNOLOGIES

Stated principles and objectives of the higher education reforms invest DHERST with extensive
powers that supportthe development of social and industry consciousness and capability in
green energy and renewable technologies.
Collectively our educational challenge must be to develop a workforce that possesses the
knowledge, skills and competences needed to operationalize all the energy efficiency and
renewable technology options available to us.
Papua New Guinea (PNG) is blessed with numerous energy resources, including oil, gas, wind,
solar, tidal and biomass. Our renewables targets for 2030 include a 32%) of national power
demand being met by renewable energy sources; and 70% of electricity supply availability to
our geographically dispersed and scattered rural population.
From an Educational perspective then, we must aim to strengthen and enhance our higher
learning institutions in PNG to provide industry specific research and academic programing
to support the development of a green energy future as more and more opportunities
become available.
 MASTER DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRIES LTD

AGREEMENT:

PNG

FORTESCUE

The intent of these projects is to generate renewable electricity for the purpose of producing
green hydrogen and green ammonia, creating a significant new domestic energy and export
industry for PNG.
In a statement welcoming the deal with Fortescue Industries, Prime Minister James Marape said:
“This augurs well with my government’s initiative to promote green energy and by 2030 transition
into a carbon neutral country as stated in our country’s Vision 2050.”
DHERST Acting Secretary, Dr Francis Hualupmomi PhD, who served on the Technical Working
Committee supporting the PNG Government’s engagement with PNG Fortescue Future
Industries Ltd, is encouraging the Sector to capitalise on the opportunities available through
Fortescue and other emerging partnerships.


DHERST FOCUS ON OTHER EMERGING INDUSTRYPARTNERSHIPS

As the Government’s lead agency for higher and technical education, DHERST now has the
regulatory power and oversight to provide a positive regulatory framework that reduces
barriers and changes the incentives for both the private sector and training providers.
Government Regulation of the skills sector has traditionally focused on supply side technical
training with a serious disconnect between the training undertaken and its relevance to
industry.
Thankfully, that ‘disconnect’ and out-dated regulatory approach is of the past. The recent
transfer of HEI institutions to DHERST marks a significant turning point in the operation and
performance management of these institutions as part of the Higher and Technical Education
reform.

FOR

GREEN

ENERGY

&

RENEWABLE

The higher and technical institutions, now under DHERST strategic oversight, must focus
on emerging skills shortages in technical occupations such as solar installers and geothermal
engineers; as well as our academic staff and trade teachers; and more generally, occupations
that need environmentally savvy people in technical sales and finance, inspectors, auditors and
lawyers.
Commitment to training and education is particularly important. Extensive reskilling is not
necessarily required but we must focus on upgrading key skills through structured education
and training in science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM) skills; and the broad range of
technical and managerial skills needed to adapt to new technologies. This requires:


Building labour market capacity with skills in green energy ecosystem and support services,
such as training battery technicians and giving investors confidence that future servicing
isavailable.



Training in systems thinking; including financing, transitioning practice, educating consumers,
building supporting services networks, and identifying secondary investment markets or
buy-out exit opportunities for the original investors that might finance the transition.



Developing and maintaining awareness of the changing regulatory environment;



Management and teamwork skills to engage across other industries trades and occupational
groups;

FUTURE

In the latter part of 2021 Papua New Guinea Fortescue Future Industries Ltd, a subsidiary of
Australian-owned Fortescue Future Industries (FFI), signed a Master Development Agreement
with the State of Papua New Guinea to undertake feasibility studies to develop up to 7
hydropower projects and 11 geothermal energy projects in PNG. The agreement signed at the
recent COP26 Conference in Glasgow is the latest in a series of agreements signed with the
PNG government since September 2020.

BASE

The focus of clean energy technology research and programming in PNG needs to focus
emerging technology in the Pacific context; building partnerships with industry such that a skills
base can exist in the market to serve the transition into alternative energy technology.
Three of our Public Universities are already leading the way in academic programing
on sustainable energy and renewable technology. They are the University of Technology
(UOT), the University of Natural Resources and Environment (UNRE) and PNG’s founding
University, the University of Papua New Guinea (UPNG).
Our academic Undergraduate programs must train students in identifying Pacific-specific issues
that clean energy solutions may address; then work across industries to identify the intersection points and the means to introduce new technologies.
Our graduates must be educated on the sustainable development of Papua New Guinea’s
natural resources and to focus on building skills in sustainable development across all
aspects of the UNDP 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169 Targets, including
gender, biodiversity and habitat preservation and inclusive economic growth.
Through the NSDA we can build a ‘Green Energy Skills Base’ around the work of the Industry
Skills Groups. Each Industry Skills Group for a particular industry sector will have access
to a Technical Reference Committee for the consideration of green energy and renewable
technology skills relevant to that sector. DHERST and the Business Council will track the skills
supply and job demand for these emerging skills.
 PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUNDING GREEN ENERGY RESEARCH
MHERST and DHERST have an open-door policy in working with global partners seeking
opportunities to fund research in the green energy and renewable technology future for Papua
New Guinea. In summary:
•

Yes, we are aspirational - but we are also very practical, targeted and energised about what
can be done now and what is possible.

•

We are open to your ideas, large and small, on what we can do together to invest in
research, education and training opportunities.

DHERST and Total Energies are collaborating to undertake joint activities and leverage their
comparative advantageto develop solutions that create positive economic and social value for
the people of Papua New Guinea.

•

We have an enabling legislation, political and policy support that sets out clear pathways
to reform, transform and unify the higher education sector – a perfect eco-system for
innovative “green shoots” and renewables.

We are aligning our comparative advantages and priorities to invest, financially or non-financially,
in common activities with positive economic and social impact.

•

Our Research institutions such as NRI and RSTC are punching above their weight; and our
Universities are playing their role, investing in the confidence of our young men and
women seeking a greener more sustainable future.

•

We have an embryonic Higher Education Endowment Fund seeking access to global
development capital to invest in a renewable and sustainable future.

DHERST has recently signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Total Energies Ltd, one
of the world’s largest Energy and Petroleum companies, now pivoting strongly to renewable
technologies and contributing to PNG’s target of meeting net zero emissions by 2050 - a target,
not an aspiration,

To develop and upskill Papua New Guineans, Total Energies is collaborating with DHERST
on human resource development that shapes both the quality of education received and the
capacity of the PNG’s workforce.… as well as supporting Total Energies ability to access such
skilled workers to support the human resource needs of the Papua LNG Project.
Together we seek to achieve mutual benefits for improving the productivity and competitiveness
of Papua New Guinea’s present workforce in ways that deliver economic and social value.
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Collectively, our educational challenge must be to develop a workforce that possesses the
knowledge, skills and competences needed to operationalize all the energy efficiency and
renewable technology options available to us.
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Objective: Domestic and International stakeholders are effectively
engaged in the development of a reformed higher and technical
education system.

Partnerships

Objective: To establish a coherent and sustainable funding system and
capable workforce to support H&TE developments.

Resourcing

Objective: Foster a productive research & development culture across
the higher and technical education sector that supports the sector’s
contribution to national social and economic development.

Research and Development

Objective: HEIs are equipped with quality Teaching and Learning
resources including e-learning technologies that will enable and
enhance participation by all.

Teaching and Learning

Objective: To improve quality assurance, accountability, and transparency in
the higher and technical education sector

Governance: Reguation and Management

STRATEGIC INTENT GOAL AREAS

1
2
3
4
5

The NHTEP is designed to meet the legislative requirements of the HEGPA through the
five (5) strategic Goal Areas namely: Governance; Regulation and Management; Teaching
and Learning; Research and Development; and Resourcing and Partnership.

The NHTEP draws from the lead GoPNG policies notably PNG Vision 2050, PNG
Development Strategy Plan (DSP) 2030, the Medium Term Development Plan (MTDP) III
2018-2022 and other relevant national plans and initiatives.

NHTEP 2021-2030 is a successive sector plan encompassing a review
of the NHTEP 2015-2024 and maintaining the convention of 10-year
planning cycles with 5-yearly review. A new 10-year cycle commencing
2021 was considered necessary for a range of reasons, primarily to focus
on the significant reforms brought about by the 2020 amendments to
the Higher Education (General Provisions) Act 2014 (HEGPA) and the
transfer of HEIs to DHERST regulatory oversight in accordance with Higher and Technical
Education Reform Act 2020. The NHTEP also incorporates elements of the Higher and
Technical Education Strategic Implementation Plan 2017-2038 considered relevant to
the 10-year planning cycle.

NATIONAL HIGHER AND TECHNICAL
EDUCATION PLAN 2021 - 2030 (NHTEP)
VISION
A vibrant higher and technical
education system that is innovative in
responding to and sustaining national
development aspirations in the age of
knowledge economy.

MISSION
To educate and train innovative
scientists, social entrepreneurs, and
technicians to develop, translate
and lead ideas responsibly in the
age of the knowledge economy and
consequently generate wealth from
our economic resources to advance
social growth more sustainably and
inclusively.

VALUES
We believe in enhancing public
value in the higher and technical
education sector based on the values
and principles as set out in the Higher
Education (General Provisions) Act
2014 (as amended) that higher and
technical education must:
lead to a lively, just and self-reliant
nation of forward and outwardlooking citizens;
enable citizens to be at peace with
each other and their neighbours at
home and abroad;
equip citizens to improve and
sustain the quality of life;
strengthen the citizen’s resolve to
uphold their Christian principles;
promote
gender
equity,
performance and equality in
participation; and
promote and strengthen the
county’s
rich
cultural
and
environmental diversity.
In the implementation of the Plan
the Values underpinning the Mission
of the sector are augmented by the
Ethics and Values-based Leadership
Capability Framework of the PNG
public service.

Develop a skilled PNG workforce
through accelerated and sustainable
skills
development
opportunities
that create and support pathways for
women and men in priority growth
sectors of the economy including the
informal and formal sectors.

MISSION

Reducing
dependence
on immigrant labour as
a catalyst to economic
growth

Supporting
skills
development through the
Workplace training and
Assessment Policy

Supporting the growth
of Technical Institutions
through the transition
and reform process

The acceptance and ownership of
these intentions by all stakeholders
will support the achievement of the
vision that a quality assured higher and
technical education sector enabled
through a platform of innovation,
quality training, good governance and
strategic partnering with industry will
produce graduates that are in demand
in the labour market.

The plan maps the short-term skills
development strategies, actions and
cooperation to the Government,
Agencies, Donors, and PNG citizens.
The plan reinforces the reform and
transition of the H&TE sector and
clearly defines DHERST as the lead
agency to coordinate and implement
national skills development strategies,
actions and stakeholder engagement
for PNG.

The strategic intent of Government
was very clear when it made a number
of decisions, first in 1985, in 1995, in
2014 and again in 2017 to transfer
the regulation and policy oversight
function to one agency. The latest
decision in 2020 to pass the enabling
legislation to transfer the functions
paved the way for the Higher and
Technical Education (H&TE) reform to
take effect.

STRATEGIC INTENT

We believe in enhancing public value in
higher and technical education based
on: Integrity; Trust; Honesty ; Responsiveness; Inclusiveness; and Collaboration.

VALUES

NATIONAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
PLAN 2021 - 2025 (NSDP)
VISION
A quality assured higher and technical
education sector enabled through a
platform of innovation, quality training,
good governance and strategic
partnering with industry to produce
graduates that are in demand in the
labour market.

Leveraging
political
economy trends and

AIMS

Developing
sector
confidence through the
strengths of partnership.

Objective: To effectively inform all stakeholders of the opportunities of skills
development training available to them

Marketing and Communication

Objective: Build strong and active partnerships with key stakeholders to
produce a demand driven skilled workforce.

Partnerships

Objective: To train and develop human capacity, equipped with skills for
employment, entrepreneurship and life-long learning.

Teaching and Learning Resources

Objective: To ensure adequate physical infrastructure are accessible and
contribute to skills development

Physical Infrastructure Development

Objective: Improve coherence and coordination of skills development
strategies to achieve a sustainable skilled labour workforce.

Governance

PRIORITIES

1
2
3
4
5

Establish
demanddriven planning of skillset
priorities for the workforce
Creating
skills
for
employment
synergies
between
technical
education & training and
the workforce
Reversing trends in core
government funding to
achieve affordable and
reliable funding

Speech by Dr. Francis Hualupmomi, PhD

Sincere thanks to the Australian Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) for their
continuing advisory support via the PNG
Education
Support
Services
(PNG-ESS)
program under the Australia-PNG Partnership.
Finally I acknowledge the invaluable
contribution of the staff of DHERST; and, for their
valuable guidance and advice: the Members of
the National Higher and Technical Education
Board and the members of the National Skills
Development Agency.

- National Department of Education (NDOE)
- National Department of Health (NDOH)
- Teaching Services Commission (TSC)
- Department of Agriculture and Livestock
(DAL)
- The National Research Institute (NRI)
- Department of Labour and Industrial
Relations (DLIR)
- Department of Transport (DoT)
- National Youth Development Authority
(NYDA)

a long term. This will facility will be linked to the
Sovereign Wealth Fund.
This year the government has allocated about
K61.1 million for students. Furthermore, I must
also announce that this year the number of
spaces available in higher education institutions
has increased from about 12, 000 to 15, 000
plus. This is due to inclusion of new institutions
and programmes. We anticipate to increase
the number of spaces to 30, 000 as directed
by the Prime Minister during the launching of
the transfer of functions from other ministries
to DHERST between 5-10 years under new
strategic plans.
Very important thanks and acknowledgements
I would like to acknowledge the invaluable
contribution of the Management and Staff of
the HEIs for their participation in the Higher
Education Transition and Reform Regional
Workshops held from June to October 2021.
The feedback from these very well-attended
workshops came from many parts of the Sector
including State and Church Agency institutions
in each of the following Higher Education
sub-sectors: Public and Private Universities;
Teacher Education Colleges; Nursing Colleges;
and Technical Colleges. Feedback from all
participating HEIS has been extremely helpful
in shaping the preparation and validation of
the NHTEP. For their guidance and support in
developing the plan the NHTEP I acknowledge
the role of the Central Agency Departments of
Prime Minister and National Executive Council;
Treasury; Finance; National Planning and
Monitoring The following Line Agencies were
consulted on the draft plan and the NHTEP
Committee wishes to acknowledge their
respective supporting roles in the transfer of
the Higher Education Institutions to DHERST:

Acting Secreatary for Higher Education, Research, Science and Technology

exorbitant fees and compromising quality.
The global environment has also changed
dramatically with digital technology and since
December 2019, the global Covid-19 pandemic.
Adaption to these global changes will continue
to shape and influence higher and technical
education development.
Faced with the changes in internal and external
environments, I am more than determined
to realign policy directions to generate and
enhance teaching and learning and research
and development. The policy directions
incorporated in the Higher and Technical
Education Plan will further strengthen strategic
partnerships with the private sector, provincial
governments, and development partners. The
Marape government will continue to create an
enabling environment for private providers to
grow the sector in ways that serve the social
and economic interests of PNG. Thanks and
Appreciation Overall, my Ministry's direction is
to develop a higher and technical education
system that prepares graduates to lead and
support Papua New Guinea's response to the
development imperatives for the 21st century.
In closing I congratulate, Acting Secretary
Dr Hualupmomi on his achievements since
coming to office in May 2021; and in progressing
the Government's reform agenda which is
embedded in the both the National Higher
and Technical Education Plan and the National
Skills Development Plan we are launching
this evening. My thanks and congratulations
also to the many DHERST staff who have
responded to Dr Hualupmomi's leadership in
developing these Plans that guide the future
of the higher and technical education
sector. My thanks and appreciation
to our Donor Partners for their
continuing
support:
the
Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT),
the
Japanese
International Cooperation
Agency (JICA) and the Asian
Development Bank.
Finally, my thanks and
appreciation to Colleague
Ministers and representatives
from other Agencies for their
vital collaboration with my
Ministry and Department.

to national social growth and economic
development.
Goal Area 4: Resourcing Under the
Resourcing Goal, the sector intends to establish
a coherent and sustainable funding system
and a capable and competitive workforce to
support the country’s social and economic
interests.
Goal Area 5: Partnerships The Partnerships
Goal aims to develop strategic domestic and
international partnerships that contribute to the
development and sustainability of the sector.
The National Higher and Technical Education
Plan (NHTEP) 2021-2030 also informs the
development of the DHERST Corporate Plan.
The DHERST Corporate Plan will provide further
clarity and direction in the implementation of
the NHTEP. With the anticipated challenges
in funding, the Corporate Plan we will ensure
efficient use of resources, effective allocation
of responsibilities and provide a framework for
assessing progress according to the Policy Goal
Areas I’ve mentioned above. This evening we
are mindful that we must be Goal and Results
oriented in our approach, not only as we launch
the 10-Year National Higher and Technical
Education Plan but also the inaugural 5-Year
National Skills Development Plan (NSDP). The
NSDP addresses national skills priorities under
a multi-stakeholder national skills partnership
between Government, Industry, Employers,
Church Agencies, Civil Society, Training and
Education providers and our Donor partners.
The national skills partnership was formed
in July 2019 with the establishment of the
National Skills Development Agency (NSDA), a
multi stakeholder Advisory group to DHERST
and to the Government of Papua New Guinea
(GoPNG). The NSDA partnership aims to
grow the quality and capacity of PNG’s skilled
workforce, a signature priority of the Marape
government; and support industry’s ability
to access the skills they need to improve
productivity, competitiveness, reduce PNG’s
over-dependence of foreign labour; and deliver
economic and social impact. The National Skills
Development Plan 2021-2025 (NSDP) aligns
skills priorities, projects and initiatives with the
industry partnering and co-funding initiatives.
The Plan identifies the challenges to be
overcome and addresses skills gaps and
priorities as a basis for increasing skills and
employment pathways. I must also announce
that the HELP (student loan program)
introduced by the Prime Minister, Hon.
James Marape, MP has been successfully
implemented. This year we will reap the first
dividends of HELP through the repayment
of loan by the post-graduate working class
students who have completed their studies
last year. The dividends will be managed under
a higher education endowment fund facility.
This facility will manage and sustain funds for

Speech by Hon.Wesley Ora Raminai, MP.
As Minister for Higher Education one of my
primary goals this year has been to accelerate
the implementation of the higher education
reforms passed by the Marape Government in
August 2020, signed into commencement by
the Governor General in February 2021.
I, therefore have great pleasure in introducing
you to the homegrown National Higher and
Technical Education Plan 2021-2030. The
Plan provides the strategic policy direction
to achieve Papua New Guinea's national
development
and
political
aspirations
embedded in the Marape Manifesto.
The Plan is also in accordance with other
whole-of-government planning such as the
Loloata Outcomes 2019 and the Social, Law
& Order Sector Strategic Framework. The 10Year Higher and Technical Education Plan
to 2030 also aligns to the PNG Vision 2050,
Development Strategic Plan 2030, and the
Medium Term Development Plan III.
We have moved surely but quickly to pave
the way for major reform, transformation
and unification in the higher and technical
education sector.
There are significant legacy issues in higher
and technical education that my Ministry
and Department are determined to address.
Access to Quality education has been a major
policy legacy issue and political challenge in
Papua New Guinea (PNG). The introduction
of the Tuition Fee Free (TFF) Education Policy
triggered a steady increase in school leavers
and secondary schools.
Recent Marape Government NEC Decisions
demonstrate strong Government support for
the higher and technical education reforms
including new investment in infrastructure
spending for polytechnics and technical
colleges.
The TFF policy situation has also created
positive opportunities for private higher
learning institutions to absorb those students
who missed out on placements. Very positive
signs have also been conveyed from private
sector and industry leaders welcoming
the recent higher and technical education
reforms and the renewed focus on quality and
regulatory compliance.

Hon. Wesley Ora Raminai, MP.
Minister for Higher Education,
Research, Science and Technology &
Member for Kagua Erave

I am indeed excited
this evening to
introduce
to
you the policy
directions
for
the
higher
and technical
education
sector in PNG.
We have two
plans to launch
this evening the 10Year National Higher
and Technical Education
Plan; and
that the 5-Year National Skills
Development Plan Our long-range sector
policy directions are aligned to all national
development plans of the country to guide the
current government and the next successive
governments in their investment decisions for
the higher and technical education sector.
The higher and technical education sector
is currently undergoing a major paradigm
shift to reform, transform and unify the higher
education system in PNG. The intended
changes provide the first real opportunity
since independence to address legacy issues
of sector fragmentation, limited access,
underperformance in quality assurance and
the knowledge and skills of student graduates,
relevant to our Country’s economic and social
needs.
Under recent enabling legislation, these
legacy issues are now being addressed under
five (5) Policy Goal Areas that provide the policy
framework for addressing current and future
challenges for continued improvement and
success in the sector.
Goal Area 1: Governance: Regulation
and Management The main objective
for the Governance: Regulation and
Management Goal Area aims to improve
quality assurance, accountability and
transparency in the sector.
Goal Area 2: Teaching and
Learning
The Teaching and
Learning Goal ensures Higher
Education
Institutions
are
equipped with quality Teaching
and Learning resources including
e-learning technologies that will
enable access and participation by
all.
Goal Area 3: Research and
Development
Research
and
Development Goal aims to foster
a productive research
&
development
culture
across
the
sector
that supports
the sector’s
contribution

Minister for Higher Education, Research,Science and Technology

Ministry for Higher Education, Research, Science & Technology

Launch of the National Higher and Technical Education Plan 2021 - 2030

Remarks from PM,
Hon. James Marape
Prime Minister James Marape says that
it is possible to create 30,000 spaces for
Grade 12 leavers in our tertiary institutions
before 2030.
“Currently we have about 15,000 spaces
for our grade 12 leavers. But if the eight
universities and 40 other colleges
upgrade their facilities, definitely we can
cater for 31,817 grade 12 school leavers.”
Marape said that on Friday (28th/01/22)
when launching the National Higher and
Technical Education Plan 2021-2030 and
National Skills Development Plan 20212025.
“I want 30,000 spaces for our grade 12
leavers within 10 years. So let’s create
those 30,000 spaces in our current
tertiary institutions.
If the University of PNG, University
of Technology, University of Goroka,
Pacific Adventist University, Divine Word
University, Institute of Business Studies,
Information and Technology Institute
upgrade their facilities and each take in
about 2000 grade 12 leavers annually.
And then we have 40 private and
government run tertiary institutions like
teachers, technical and nursing colleges
each take in 500 grade 12 leavers. We
can achieve our goals of creating 30,000
spaces for grade 12 school leavers.
So I’m challenging the Department of
Higher Education Research Science and
Technology (DHERST) to work with these
institutions and find out their needs. You
don’t have to reinvent the wheel, you
don’t have to build new schools.”
Work
with
the
current
school
administration and see how can we get
30,000 space in these institutions.”
Marape said that finding the money to
implement DHERST plan to increase
capacity in those institutions is the
governments business.
“We (government) gave you the policy
direction. Now you go on and create the
spaces. Get the plans out now. How do I
get these spaces, how can I build teachers
houses, how can I build classrooms, how
can I upgrade curriculums, what gap
of skill that we are filling in, what is the
need of our economy.
Marape said that we want an educated
and reliable society in 10 to 20 years from
now. “We don’t want a country that only
few of us speak good English and the
rest no. I don’t want a society where only
a few are working and the rest depend
on the working class or supporting on a
wantok system.
Private sector partnerships are a key element
of our policy and strategy for reforming the
sector. The renewed focus on quality and
compliance underpins confidence in the
sector as well as the opportunity to eradicate
recent past trends by rogue private sector
operators offering bogus qualifications at

Snapshots from Ceremonial Handover of the Higher Education Institutions
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